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Abstract- In automobiles, the engine cylinder is 
subjected to high temperature variations and 
thermal stresses .So as to cool the engine cylinder, 
fins are mounted on the engine cylinder to 
increase the rate of heat transfer. By doing 
thermal analysis on the engine cylinder fins you 
can know the rate of heat transfer inside the 
cylinder. The transient warm investigation product 
performed utilizing a logical programming 
framework bundle ANSYS work seat R 19.3 
bolstered limited volume examination. The 
consequences of grouped significant geometrical 
parameters for the transient normal convective 
warmth move rate from each real and anticipated 
type of engine . Transient warm investigations 
were performed for genuine and leaving model of 
engine chamber head fins in this manner on 
upgrades geometrical parameters and swelled 
warmth move from the IC engine . at internal 
temperature 2850C .this work transient warm 
investigation is performed on real and Take 
ambient condition temperature 400C.  here three 
materials like aluminum nitride, aluminum oxide, 
aluminum 6061and  five different geometry taken 
then find out new modified geometry is giving 
better and results with comparison all  exiting 
geometries. So we can be suggested Modify 
chamfered Geometry for bikes fins for better 
results find out and all three materials Al 6061 is 
best materials. 

Keywords:-  Aluminum Nitride, Aluminum 
Oxide, Aluminum 6061, Fins, ANSYS, 
Chamfered. 

Introduction 
Generally or practically all ignition motors 
Engines are liquid cooled utilizing either air (an 
aeriform liquid) or a fluid specialist like water 
running ceaselessly utilizing mechanical siphon 
through a gadget (radiator) cooled via air. In air 
cooling framework, heat is dispensed or driven 
away by the air streaming over and around the 
chamber. Here blades are sew the plate and 
chamber barrel which give further warmth 
conductive and heat emanating surface. In water 
cooling arrangement of cooling motors, the 
chamber dividers and heads are given or outfitted 
with coat Cooling blades encourage keep 
Chevrolet potential unit battery at perfect 
temperature we as a whole handle that essentially 
just if there should arise an occurrence of ignition 
(IC) motors, burning of air and fuel happens inside 
the motor chamber and hot gases are produced. 
The temperature of gases is around 2300-2500°C. 
this might be a horrendously high temperature and 
will result into consuming of oil film between the 
moving parts and will result into seizing or 
attaching of indistinguishable. Thus, this 
temperature should be diminished to with respect 
to 150-200°C at that the motor will work most 
quickly. an over the top amount of cooling is to 
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boot not captivating since it lessens the warm 
intensity or proficiency. Thus, the objective or 
reason for this cooling framework is to remain the 
motor running at its most operational temperature 
while not warm gathering inside the motor. it's to 
be noticed that the motor is style of wasteful once 
it's cold and in this manner the cooling framework 
is assumed in such the way that it forestalls 
cooling once the motor is warming or warming up 
and till it accomplishes generally affordable or 
specialist resistible by motor working temperature, 
at that point it begins cooling 

 
  

Fig. 1.1: Engine Head. 
 

II. Methodology and Objective 
Stage 1: Aggregation data and information 
identified with cooling blades of IC motors.  
 
Stage 2: an absolutely parametric model of the 
motor square with balance is made in CATIA 
software system bundle.  
 
Stage 3: Model got in Step an attempt of is 
investigated utilizing ANSYS R 19.3 
(Workbench), to  get the warmth or warmth rate, 
warm angle and nodal  temperatures.  
 
Stage 4: Manual computations are finished.  
 
Stage 5: Finally, we will in general will in general 
check the outcomes got from ANSYS and manual 
calculations for totally unique material, shapes and 
thickness.  

III. Transient Thermal Analysis 
The variety of temperature conveyance after some 
time is of enthusiasm for some applications like 
with cooling of electronic bundles or an end 
examination for heat treatment. together of 
intrigue are the temperature circulation winds up 
in warm burdens which can cause disappointment. 
In such style of cases the temperatures from a 
transient or shaky state warm investigation ar 
utilized as data sources or starting stipulation to a 
basic examination for warm pressure assessments. 
Transient warm investigations are performed 
abuse the ANSYS or Samcef issue solver.  
 

IV. Simulation 

 
Fig. 4.1:  Modified cylinder chamfered edge fin 
AL 6061 material temperature results. 

 
Fig. 4.2: Curved fins Al 6061 temperature results. 
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Fig.4.3:  Rectangular  fins Al 6061 temperature 
results. 

 
Fig.4.4:  Circular fins Al 6061  temperature result. 
 

 
Fig. 4.5: Angular fins Al 6061 materials 
temperature result. 

 
V. Result & Discussion 

 The transient warm investigation product 
performed utilizing a logical programming 
framework bundle ANSYS work seat R 19.3 
bolstered limited volume examination. The 
consequences of grouped significant geometrical 
parameters for the transient normal convective 
warmth move rate from each real and anticipated 
type of motor.  
 Transient warm investigations were 
performed for genuine and leaving model of 
engine chamber head fins in this manner on 
upgrades geometrical parameters and swelled 
warmth move from the IC engine . at internal 
temperature 2850C .this work transient warm 
investigation is performed on real and Take 
ambient condition temperature 400C.  
 When we take aluminum 6061 then all 
five geometry like rectangular, circular, angular 
fins and curved fins and Modify chamfered 
Geometry get heat flux results respectively 3.1 
w/mm2, 2.0 w/mm2, 2.8 w/mm2. 6.0 w/mm2 and 
7.7  w/mm2. 
  

 
Fig. 5.1: Heat flux comparison charts with AL 
6061 materials and different geometry.  
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VI. Conclusion 
During this paper we have structured a chamber 
geometry collection of engine head and utilized a 
motor bike cylinder head modeling and 3D 
displaying programming framework bundle 
CATIA V5 R20 and utilized material for balance 
body is component amalgam balances and inner 
center with dark cast iron. We have a used one 
materials aluminium 6061 with five different likes 
geometry rectangular, circular, angular fins  
curved fins and modified chamfered fins. Exiting 
rectangular geometry is using but it has low heat 
flux value so we can suggested NEW 
GEOMETRY modified chamfered fin for better 
engine performance it has more heat flux value 
compare to exiting geometry. 
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